
2020 Summer Challenge (April) – Opposites 

 

 

Name 
Title 

 

     Ave Pos 

Ian Butterworth Black & white, King & queen 18 - 19 19 18 18.5 1 

Adrian White Healthy swim or unhealthy smoke 14 12 14 17 15 14.4  

Brian Cooper Open and shut 15 16 17 17 - 16.25  

Ed Board Windmills 14 12 15 15 15 14.2  

Geoff Heslop Four seasons 16 14 15 15 15 15.0  

George Astle Royal Airforce v Royal Navy - 13 16 16 17 15.5  

Gordon Quinn Opposites 16 18 - 19 18 17.75  

Mark Hutchinson Beauty and the beast 19 16 20 - 18 18.25 2 

Martin Evans Salt and pepper 17 17 15 18 16 16.6  

Paula Maxfield Up and down 15 17 16 18 17 16.6  

Peter Guildford Feeling confused 18 15 16 16 16 16.2  

Phil Brady The monochrome lake 17 15 18 17 16 16.6  

Stu Whitfield Puffins back to back 17 16 20 20 18 18.2 3 

 

 

Black & white, King & Queen 

GA Great concept, but disturbed by angle of chess board & pieces. Pieces seem to be falling towards you 

MH Simple and obvious without looking at the title. Works well with Black background. Image would have 
benefited from cleaning of spots and debris 

BC Clearly meets the brief. Could benefit from tidying up. 

GQ Good quality & composition of b&w chess pieces & board. 
 

 

Beauty & the Beast 
GA Original has some great things going for it, desaturation, the touch of red, it just needs eye contact with 

someone either viewer or each other 

IB Sharp & well framed. No eye contact, looking past each other. Picture of two halves? The beast isn’t 

beastly enough to be an opposite to beauty. Female skin tone,-grey patches. 

BC Both models looking past each other – out of picture. Gives feeling of being a composite image. 

GQ Great in all aspects 

 

Feeling confused 

GA Original, well taken 

MH Good take on the subject, not sure about the title. Looks roughly composited, lacking shadows in the 

right places 

IB Well composed and well exposed, good detail but over sharpened leading to excessive artefacts along 

edges of (black) leg and shoe. Would have worked better if both items of footwear were the same type, eg 

both trainers. As they currently are, I don’t see them as opposites. 

BC The title is how I was left. What is the idea behind the image? 

GQ Excellent quality displaying DIFFERENT wardrobes, but why OPPOSITES? 

 



 

Four seasons 

GA Another good concept, but is too much information, cannot decide where to look 

MH Very Busy picture, white text easy to miss – Tree background too distracting – Blur it? 

IB Interesting composition and well executed in software. They are all the same subject type, i.e. seasons, 
but not opposites, other than by their respective positions in the image 

BC I find this image too cluttered and confusing, especially the background. Instead of four images put 
together, it may have worked better with just two – Summer/Winter or Spring/Autumn. 

GQ Very confusing with trees background (plain/softer?). Spring showing Autumn berries, Summer in 
poorest light of the 4, Autumn OK but Winter looks like the best Summer light 
 
 

Healthy swim or un-healthy smoke 

GA not up to the standard of some other photo's only had and left arm in focus 

MH Seen this before, not sure if she is a swimmer or more likely a sunbather? 

IB Bright and fills the frame but not sharp. Background blurred (but not well enough) in post-production 

software. Noise obvious in skin and bikini top, maybe due to telephoto Image could benefit from cropping 

off lower quarter. Subject may have been sunbathing (not swimming) hence also un-healthy. 

BC The subject is concentrating on her phone – not swimming or smoking. Doesn’t work for me, 

unfortunately. 

GQ No evidence of already had or in tending having swim or smoking unlit cigarette. 

 

Open & shut 
GA simple, good idea but needs refining, need to be able to read book & the back 

MH Subject didn’t link without reading the title, was distracted started to read the print on the book cover 

before getting it 

IB Simple and effective composition, Open/shut are opposites. Fills the frame and foreground bright and 

crisp, depth of field falls off, open book not sharp. 

GQ Good idea & composition, but the very strong connection of the subjects of both books makes it appear 

that the dominant Shut book is titling the Open book. 

 

Opposites (Gloves) 

GA good idea, again needs refining, need to redress highlights 

MH Works well, clearly opposites. 

IB Obvious compliance with comp. subject. Black and white, left and right (male /female). Fills the frame 

but lacks sharpness in the white glove also highlights blown and no detail. Presume it is a composite image. 

BC Good idea. Meets the brief, but has lighting issues.  



Royal Airforce v Royal Navy 
MH I first saw two planes, didn’t realise they were Navy / Raf Good image but more similar than real 
opposites 
 
IB Interesting panorama, good detail and sharp, tight in frame and good colour balance. Even with the title 

it was difficult to resolve the opposite aspect, I feel they are complementary, just different branches of the 

defence force. 

BC Good image but all I saw were two military planes. Not really opposites. 

GQ The image must SHOW opposites between the two planes but only see a good likeness. 

 

Salt & pepper 

GA again good thinking out of the box, need refining, no subject to concentrate on, pepper corns cut edge 

of photograph, not sure salt is in focus 

MH Macro shot which is not easy to identify at first glance, once I read the title – Yes get it! Good idea but 

not instantaneous 

IB Interesting idea. Difficult to photograph but backlight helps the ‘salt’ and the surface detail of the corns 

has been revealed in good lighting. Without the title I would not have recognised the crystals nor the corns. 

The image is too busy, the eye cannot settle on an ‘area of interest’ cropping might help. Outer edges of 

salt and the pepper corns are not sharp. (I suspect over magnification of original starting image. 

BC Without the title, I didn’t recognise the image contents. Having said that, the concept is good. 

GQ Salt & pepper enlarged beyond recognition without the title & are not opposites. In the words of the 

song, “Salt and pepper go together like…..”. 

 

Monochrome lake 

GA Good concept, but believe whole photograph needs more punch ie B+W needs to stand out more + 

colours need to jump out of the top. Also need to remove branches both right as spoils concept, has 

potential to be improved 

MH Very subtle changes, not immediately on subject until read title – Coloured bush in bottom right jars 

with me 

IB Colour and mono are opposites. An interesting concept and a good attempt to split the image and create 

the mono reflection. Though the result lacks impact. A tighter crop in portrait format centred on the tree 

might help. Try negative/positive approach. 

BC It took a while for me to ‘get’ the idea of the image. A little lacking in impact. Maybe a tighter crop to 

remove the blurred foreground foliage top and bottom right. 

GQ The Mono Lake & opposing colour for land form a pleasing pictorial image. 

 

 

 

 



Up & down 

GA Good idea, need to think about background ie bush, brick wall etc also maybe get lower to take photo 

which would remove so of it 

MH Like the bright colours and interpretation of subject works. Cleaner background with no pots and 

further away from wall etc 

IB Good interpretation of opposites, Bright, punchy and sharp. Would benefit from tight crop to remove 

distractions. 

BC Good bright, well focussed interpretation of the brief. More attention to exclusion or blurring of 

background distractions would be of benefit. 

GQ The large colourful UP umbrella dominates & Down umbrella in the least dynamic horizontal position is 

not noticed so Opposites effect not noticed. 

 

Windmills 

GA feels like two photo's split by the waterline, could be sharpen 

MH Same name different types of the same thing – I feel it doesn’t work for me. The image feels 

unbalanced 

IB Windmills are the same not opposites, little and large might have worked. Well observed opportunity, 

sharp image and good depth of field, colour slightly over saturated (check the yellow). Need to concentrate 

viewing to emphasise relationship, suggest vertical crop with yellow windmill at centre. 

BC Doesn’t meet the brief, for me. The windmills are not opposites. There are clearly two images, 

separated by the waterline. 

GQ Unfortunately, the chosen extra is another windmill making a match not an opposite. 

 

Puffins back-to-back 

GA Great photo of the two puffins, not sure meets opposite criteria as well as some of the others 

MH Nice image with bright colours, different take on the subject 

IB Crisp image and fills frame well. Facing opposite directions but back to back is not opposite. (‘facing 

left/facing right might suit) Eye catching distraction on the third to the right of right hand bird. 

BC I very much like this image, but not sure it truly meets the brief. Highlight distraction in front of right-

hand bird. 

GQ  Back-to-back so facing in opposite directions in a very good nature image. 

 


